VARMIGO®
OUTDOOR NATURAL HEATING

The smartest way to heat

Varmigo® Outdoor Natural Heating

Varmigo® Outdoor Natural Heating® Panels

ALL GOOD REASONS TO BUY VARMIGO®

Varmigo® infrared heaters provide the Natural Heating

1 FEELING

Patent pending

heat wherever you want, all year long. Varmigo® is the top
of-the-range outdoor heater of Energy Products Group.

Infrared is a specific kind of light, invisible to the human
eye, but to which we are nevertheless highly sensitive. It
is very efficiently absorbed by the body giving a deep
warm feeling.

State-of-the art engineering (patent pending) is combined

On a bright sunny day, we can feel perfectly comfortable
in just a T-shirt, even though the air temperature may be
close to freezing. Think of the typical après-ski scene,
or of a walk in the high mountains.

Looks do matter.

Did you ever realize that with freezing air around, just a
t-shirt on and sitting in the sun you can feel comfortable?

2 SAFETY
3

sensation humans appreciate so much. Enjoy sunny outdoor

with the best materials available, enabling Varmigo® to
outperform any other heater.
A team of designers from the famous

Antwerp School have shaped Varmigo® into the most beautiful

Basic

outdoor heater in the world, with its slim, elegant

profile and distinctive curve .
The professional version with the fire print and the ambient
lighting evokes the coziness of a camp fire.
Varmigo® is a true shape shifter, designed to be customized
with your company artwork, logo & colors.

No open flames. Varmigo® does not use any flame,
completely eliminating all risks of flammable or toxic
gases, explosions. CE conformity, certified by SGS

Width and length can also be customized : Imagine a street

IP 65, weatherproof.

BARS AND RESTAURANTS

BUDGET

As Varmigo® creates a pleasant and comfortable feeling,

Compared to traditional Gas heaters Varmigo can save
you up to € 500 year a panel based on 500 hours use
per year
®

long Varmigo® hanging above the aisles of a Christmas market.

Varmigo® ensures your audience will enjoy their stay at your

Basic

premises. The open flames printed on the surface of the panel
create a welcoming hearth-and-home ambience..
Varmigo® can be customized according to your needs and

Maintenance-free. Natural heating panels require no
maintenance, because there are no moving parts, no
burners, no filters, no fuel lines, and no more replacement
needed of quartz tubes.

4 ENVIRONMENT

Reducing CO2 emissions. As Varmigo® heaters are
powered by electricity they produce up to 10 times less
CO2 than bottled gas. If green electricity is used Varmigo® can be CO2 neutral.

become an integral part of your building design.
Compared to gas fired heaters, Varmigo® saves up to sixty
percent of your energy bill.

AROUND THE HOUSE
Enjoy your garden – regardless of the season. Varmigo®
creates a comfortable and pleasant atmosphere for your patio
at any time of year. Enjoy the company of your friends during
a long cool summer evening or even on a beautiful winter day

Standard

Cradle to cradle. 98% of the materials can be recycled.

5 VARMIGO

®

EVERYWHERE

Mobile, just like you. Varmigo is also available in a mobile
version. Its moveable base brings comfort exactly where
you want it.
Fits into any type of environment. With its stylish,
discreet appearance, Varmigo blends perfectly into any
setting , and is available in a wide range of looks and sizes.

BREWERIES AND BEVERAGE COMPANIES
Varmigo® offers a unique feature to breweries and beverage
companies to increase brand awareness. With your logo
printed on the surface of the panel, Varmigo® creates direct
interaction with your customers at the point of sale, establishing
a strong link between the brand and their feeling of comfort
and well-being; a positive association which can substantially
increase your volume.
Varmigo® panels can be replaced by new logos for seasonal
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promotions or events.

Custom

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Dimensions

Weight
(lbs-kg)

KW

Print

(inches-mm)

On/Off
Switch

BASIC

500 x 830mm
300 x 830mm

13 kg
8 kg

2,6
1,5

No
No

Yes
Yes

STANDARD

500 x 830mm
300 x 830mm

13 kg
8 kg

2,6
1,5

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Specifications

Options

Weatherproof (IP65)

Frame color

Anti Graffiti

Personal print / logo

No Maintenance

Remote Control

Aerogel insulation

VARMIGO© can be custom made
in different length/widths/sizes

On/off switch
Frame color: black

power regulation

5 year limited Warranty

Warning

VARMIGO© designed by Concrete (www.concrete.be)

carefully respect mounting
instructions and operating
instructions.

Specifications can be changed by EPG at any time.

Mounting options

Energy Products Group NV (EPG) develops, manufactures,
and distributes infrared heating appliances and solutions
for use in domestic, commercial, and industrial environments. EPG believes infrared heating technologies have
an enormous potential as an energy-saving, cost-efficient,
and comfort-enhancing alternative to traditional heating
systems.

www.energyproducts.be

Natural Heating©
how it works

Transferring warmth directly …
Natural infrared heating uses the
same principle as the sun to transfer
its warmth to our planet. Instead of
heating the air that surrounds us — as
conventional heating systems do —
infrared heating radiates warmth that
is absorbed directly by people and
objects.
This ensures that the energy is utilized
more efficiently. It also creates a
pleasant and unique heating experience, very much like feeling the
warmth of the sun on your face on a
cold winter’s day.
… just like the sun

